
 BATCHPOINT

Dear Readers,

As you can see from the front 

page, this issue of Batchpoint 

starts with one of our pet pro-

jects. the reason for this is that 

our customer, tRIXIE Heimtier-

bedarf, has increased its sto-

rage capacity by 65% following 

successful completion of its ex-

pansion project. 

We continue on page 3 with an 

article about a challenge that all 

our customers will encounter 

sooner or later, namely logisti-

cs key performance indicators. 

Sounds complicated? Well, it 

is! And highly theoretical? Not 

necessarily! Using examples, 

we will show you how these 

key performance indicators can 

improve your logistics. 

the results of this consistent 

groundwork based on logistics 

key performance indicators can 

be found on page 7 where our 

customer, Kübler Sport, with 

minimal investment can  count 

on efficient logistics processes 

and sufficient future capacities. 

All thanks to a methodical re-

organisation and a new basic 

WMS.

Have fun reading this edition of 

Batchpoint!

1   Logistics with Bite: trixie expands 

its warehouse capacities

3   Data crunching in the Logistics Jung-

le: How to recognise and use impor-

tant key performance indicators

7   Mission Accomplished: Kübler 

Sport optimises warehouse logistics

8   News in brief  ·  Employees 
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tRIXIE, the European market leader in pet 

supplies, has commissioned a new fully au-

tomated high-bay warehouse. the project is 

one of a series of measures to expand the site, 

in which the company (based in tarp, Schles-

wig-Holstein) has been transforming together 

with the Hamburg-based logistics consultancy 

Pierau Planung since 2011. With the new au-

tomated high-bay warehouse, additional sto-

rage capacity will be created ensuring greater 

product availability in the future for a wide 

range of products and preparing logistically 

for the development of new markets.

People love their pets and invest not only 

time, but money as well in the care of them. 

In 2017 alone, the total turnover of the pet 

food and supplies industry in Germany was 

€ 4.8 billion. At tRIXIE Heimtierbedarf GmbH 

the upward trend of the industry is clearly  

evident. the North German wholesaler sup-

plies 7,000 customers worldwide with 6,500 

items for dogs, cats and other pets.

Worldwide success from Northern Germany: TRIXIE Heimtierbedarf GmbH

C O N T E N T S

                   LOGISTICS 
                  WITH BITE: 

             TRIXIE EXPANDS      
        WAREHOUSE 

                   CAPACITIES
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P R O J E C T S

More capacity in the Warehouse
“In order to maintain our position as 

the market leader and secure it in the 

long term, we had to increase our sto-

rage capacity,” says Jan Petersen, Head 

of Warehouse and Intralogistics tRIXIE 

Heimtierbedarf GmbH. “Pierau Planung 

has worked with us in the long-term 

development of our logistics for over 

seven years. So, there was no question 

about bringing the team, led by project 

manager Andreas Beermann, on board 

for the implementation of the high-bay 

warehouse.”

the recent expansion at tRIXIE was 

necessitated by the continuous incre-

ase in volumes as well as changes in 

consign ment and merchandise structu-

ring. A combination of an ever-broader 

product range, the increase of rapidly 

changing assortments and products that 

vary greatly in size, meant that the exi-

sting warehouse operation was close to 

capacity. In order to create more space, 

the fully automatic high-bay warehouse, 

which was built in a rack-clad construc-

tion, extends over a distance of 140 m 

and is 26 m high. “the steel construc-

tion is the load-bearing element and 

forms a unit together with the roof 

and wall of the hall,” explains 

Andreas Beermann. “this 

gives us the entire building 

height for shelving tech-

nology and we can use 

all the available space 

effectively.” Each of the nine aisles of the 

new high-bay warehouse is serviced by 

one fully-automated stacker crane. the 

cranes provide volume-saving, double-

deep storage and retrieval over ten 

levels. 39,000 pallets can be stored on a 

surface area of just 8,270 m², increasing 

tRIXIE’s storage capacity by 65 % to a 

total of 99,000 pallets.

In the case of tRIXIE, a lot of storage 

also means a lot of stock movement. 

therefore, an additional incoming goods 

area with 5 gates was integrated into 

the overall logistics for the new high-bay 

warehouse. Every day 1,500 pallets are 

The new, fully automated high-bay silo warehouse, 140 m long by 26 m high 

Storage capacity increased by 65 % with the new high-bay warehouse

processed over a surface area of approx. 

1,300 m². the pallets retrieved from the 

high-bay warehouse are unpacked in the 

depalletising area. conveyor technolo-

gy connects the area with the adjacent 

halls and transports the items – in full 

cartons and on pallets – directly to their 

destination.

Efficient Picking in the Shuttle 
Warehouse

A shuttle warehouse with 18,000 sto-

rage bins was used in addition as a buf-

fer warehouse to consolidate finished 

order parts as well as replenishment. 

the orders are forwarded from here 

to the packing station where they are 

then packed in boxes. In the future, the 

commissioning of cus tomer orders will 

be almost completely relocated to the 

shuttle area and the implementation of 

this step is already in full swing. As An-

dreas Beermann points out, “We are ex-

panding the existing shuttle warehouse 

by four aisles and introducing shuttling 

technology in hall 11 for full carton pro-

cessing. the fact that a shuttle system 

is also used here as a sequence buffer 

relieves the pickers significantly, shor-

tening routes and throughput times.” 

Jan Petersen adds, “With the measures 

we have already implemented as well 

as those planned for the future, we are 

optimally positioned not only in terms of 

having the latest technology but also for 

future growth.” 
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forms a unit together with the roof 

and wall of the hall,” explains 

Andreas Beermann. “this 

gives us the entire building 
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the topic of ‘key performance indicators 

in logistics’ can be daunting in its com-

plexity. the compilation in VDI ¹ 4490 

lists more than 350 different key perfor-

mance indicators (KPIs) – yet cannot an-

swer the question of which KPIs are re-

levant for your own company and what 

benefits can be drawn from capturing 

and evaluating them.

the reason for this lies in the fact that 

KPIs do not have a universally valid va-

lue. they only demonstrate their rele-

vance under the individual considera-

tion of the company concerned. the 

extent to which a KPI can be meaning-

fully used in your own environment 

depends on a wide variety of factors. 

these include parameters such as the 

size and operating industry of your com-

pany, its distribution channels, the level 

of automation and performance levels 

of your logistics operation. Even within 

a company, the evaluation of one and 

the same indicator can have different 

informative values. For example, whilst 

the value of the ‘inventory turnover 

rate’ on an operational level for a ware-

house manager it would be considered 

specifically in order to be able to deter-

mine the cost of storing new goods. At a 

strategic level for a logistics manager, it 

is relevant in optimising the use of sto-

rage, for example as the basis for ABc-

classification of the stored goods. Ulti-

mately however, at a management level 

it is generally no longer referred to, but 

is one of the many values underlying the 

capital commitment or the comparison 

of logistics costs and company income 

(Figure 1 shows a possible evaluation of 

the key figure ‘inventory turnover rate’ 

in a company).

the mere fact that understanding key 

figures is complex and that there is no 

patent system does not help with their 

application in your own company. So, 

based on three ‘everyday values’ of lo-

gistics, we will now give examples that 

demonstrate the insights that can be de-

rived from them for individual areas and 

            DATA CRUNCHING IN 
       THE LOGISTICS JUNGLE: HOW TO 
RECOGNISE AND USE IMPORTANT 
          KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

L. Hättich, Managing Director Pierau Planung

Figure 1: Key performance indicators have differing significance depending on perspective

KPI 
Management

BPI 
Strategic Management 

Logistics Manager

PPI 
operational Management 

Warehouse Manager

·  Determination of current assets − > Liquidity 
·  Monitoring of storage costs, capital commitment costs
·  Comparison of storage costs vs. earnings 
·  Article groups contributing to company's success 
   − − > strengths and weaknesses of the company

·  Assortment control − − > inventory clean up 
·  Supply availability 
·  Definition of order cycles
·  ABC classification
·  Optimisation and expansion requirements
·  Inventory range − − > Reserve stock − − > Availability 
·  Delivery period − − > Customer satisfaction

·  Storage duration and storage space requirement
·  Organisation of items according to storage type 
·   Number of infeeds, relocations and removals 

− − > Stock clearance
·  Personnel analysis

 Key performance indicator: inventory turnover rate

1   The Association of German Engineers (VDI) are internationally recognised in supporting, promoting and representing engineers in the workplace.
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different levels of analysis. these are 

as follows: SKU properties (SKU = Stock 

Keeping Unit), order structure and order 

throughput time.

As explained above, KPI must always 

be interpreted in the context of the re-

spective level of consideration. In ad-

dition, a key figure always depends on 

correlating values. therefore, it must al-

ways be considered in the context of the 

overall system. Furthermore, it is not ex-

pedient to record sporadic and isolated 

values. conclusions can only be drawn 

by comparing recurring observation pe-

riods in chronological sequence.

SKU Properties

together with information such as SKU 

number and description, etc., SKU pro-

perties (length, height, width and weight 

of a SKU) belonging to the SKU master 

data. Whilst it is not a key performance 

indicator in the strict sense, as it is com-

posed of a variety of individual details, it 

can be used in a similar way as an indis-

pensable source of information.

Valuable knowledge for various logi-

stics components can be derived from 

fully documented and up-to-date SKU 

properties. For example, they simplify  

storage bin allocation thereby speeding 

up the processing of incoming goods. 

Using the SKU dimensions we can easi-

ly determine the total number of SKUs 

in a storage bin (or in a mixed container 

which suits the smaller delivery quan-

tities of e-commerce), how many SKUs 

can be stored in it and whether additi-

onal storage bins are needed. When al-

locating storage locations, the weight of 

the SKUs contained in the properties can 

also be taken into account. this means 

that that a ten-pound dumbbell is not 

picked from the bottom shelf of the rack 

system, but is ergonomically positioned 

at an optimal processing height.

For picking and packaging, an order’s 

volume predetermination can be de-

rived from the properties. In turn, this 

information can be used to calculate 

the filling degree of the picking trolleys. 

the employees’ picking performance is 

increased as the ratio of route and trans-

ported goods is 

optimised. In ad-

dition, it prevents 

numerous parti-

ally filled picking 

trolleys arriving at 

outgoing goods. 

on the basis of 

volume prede-

termination, it 

is also possible 

to determine 

the appropriate 

shipping carton 

as soon as the 

logis tics department receives the order. 

this information facilitates the work in 

packing and reduces consumption of 

shipping and filling materials. In order 

to further increase productivity, picking 

directly into shipping cartons can also 

be considered. In shipping itself, volu-

me predetermination allows predictive 

and therefore more efficient planning. 

All of the following can be determined in 

advance: optimal carrier selection (cEP 

service providers or shipping carriers), 

ordering of loading metres and planning 

of routes, packing schemes and trans-

port specifications.

order structures

the order structure determines the 

pulse and blood pressure of the over-

all logis tics. As a result, knowledge can 

be derived from it for all the individual 

processes in a logistics center. A fun-

damental component of the key per-

formance indicator is order behaviour 

and, therefore, in which time frames, 

compositions and quantities the orders 

are received or need to be shipped. It is 

important to look at different significant, 

consistent intervals (day, week, month, 

year) in order to be able to exclude sta-

tistical fluctuations and make a reliable 

forecast with regards to order peaks 

and troughs. the goal in the evaluation 

of these time sequences is to avoid idle 

times and overstraining of personnel and 

technology alike. one possible approach 

is to calculate backwards from the cut-

off time in outgoing goods: When must 

order processing be started in order to 

prepare the last parcel in good time at 

the end of the day with efficient utilisa-

tion of logistics? In the representation 

TOPICS IN FOCUS

Figure 2: Order intake over the day

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24

Quantity 

4.000

3.500

3.000

2.500

2.000

1.500

1.000

 500

Time of day

Figure 3: Orders received over the month

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31

Quantity 

17.000

16.000

15.000

14.000

13.000

12.000

11.000 

10.000

Date/Day

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10        11        12  

Quantity 

450.000

400.000

350.000

300.000

250.000

200.000

Month

Figure 4: Order intake over the year
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of a real-life daily scenario as seen in 

Figure 2, incoming orders start slowly

at 7.00 am, there are two peaks at 

11.00 am and 2.30 pm then the number 

of orders per time unit 

decreases again. Star-

ting the working day 

with the entire team at 

6.00 am with the shift 

end at 4.00 pm does 

not make sense here. 

consequently a flexible 

distribution of working 

shifts throughout the 

day makes for more 

efficient order proces-

sing, better utilisation 

of logistics and can also 

reduce the number of 

employees required.

As with the daily runs, 

the monthly and year-

ly results (see Figures 3 

and 4) show significant 

fluctuations, either re-

curring on certain days 

of the week or seaso-

nally, for example, during the christmas 

period. Information for staff planning 

can be derived from this analysis also. 

In addition, developing measures to 

deal with recognised recurring peaks 

by doing preparatory work to equalise 

the workload in advance can provide an 

advantage. For example, Easter bunnies 

and Advent calendars can be located at 

the appropriate time of 

the year in special areas 

for direct access by the 

order pickers. It is worth 

mentioning here that 

cooperation between 

the sales and logistics 

teams are a vital part 

of the sales process. 

Special promotions and 

changing sales figures 

need to be communi-

cated in order to equip 

the logistics accordingly 

and to be able to keep 

delivery promises.

In addition to order 

profile, analysis of or-

der sizes form part of 

the order structure 

consideration too. Re-

gular order sizes for 

e-commerce, retail and 

wholesale differ greatly and must be 

evaluated individually for the appropri-

ate logistics set-up. Figure 5 shows the 

structure of order sizes of a customer 

with e-commerce sales. 23.1 % of ship-

ments are single SKU orders. Half of the 

total shipping orders contain a maxi-

mum of three SKUs per shipment. From 

this it is possible to derive measures for 

order picking, for example by setting up 

parallel systems for processing single 

SKU orders, which compensate for peaks 

in the overall processing. Alternatively 

or additionally, such an evaluation forms 

the basis for the introduction of efficient 

multilevel order picking.

the third parameter, when looking at 

the order structure, is analysis of SKU 

demand within the product range. From 

classic ABc and XYZ analyses, it is possi-

ble to gain important information on the 

frequency and regularity with which an 

SKU is targeted. In combination with the 

analysis of average picking quantities of 

individual SKUs (SKUs per order line), 

the insights gained are used as the basis 

for optimising storage types and storage 

location of the respective SKU as well as 

for determining the ideal picking strate-

gy. Figure 6 shows an example from con-

sulting experience in which a shelving 

system with four levels was considered. 

the second level from the bottom has 

the optimum grip height for order 

pickers; the first and third levels from 

the bottom are not optimal but are 

easy to reach and picking from the top 

             It is 

not expedient 

to record 

sporadic 

and isolated 

values. 

Conclusions 

can only

be drawn by 

comparing of 

recurring

observation periods 

in chronological 

sequence. 

    Number Number

     of SKU of orders in %

 1 69.800 23,1

 2 43.845 14,5

 3 33.758 11,2

 4 29.243 9,7

 5 24.222 8,0

 6 19.718 6,5

 7 15.999 5,3

 8 12.604 4,2

 9 10.108 3,3

 10 8.050 2,7

 11 6.415 2,1

 12 5.158 1,7

 13 4.193 1,4

 14 3.351 1,1

 15 2.703 0,9

 16 2.158 0,7

 17 1.711 0,6

 18 1.392 0,5

 19 1.174 0,4

 20+ 6.526 2,2

Figure 5: Real-life e-commerce statistics: 23.1 % of shipments are made up of one SKU
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TOPICS IN FOCUS

level requires the most effort. Prior to 

conducting the analysis and introdu-

cing optimisation measures, SKUs were 

randomly stored on the four shelf le-

vels, with staff picking at 194 picks per 

hour. By rearranging fast-moving and 

heavy SKUs on to the most convenient 

shelf space and adjusting storage space 

sizes on the basis of actual values, an 

increase in output of 8 % to 210 picks 

per hour was instantly achieved. In ad-

dition, the entire shelving system was 

divided into order picking zones based 

on the ABc analysis, which resulted in a 

performance increase to Ø 225 picks per 

employee per hour due to a reduction of 

order picking routes. For our customer 

this represents a performance increase 

of 16 % in the shelving system – all with-

out the use of additional technology.

our examples of ordering behaviour, 

order sizes and SKU targeting show that 

evaluation of these order structure com-

ponents can demonstrate a fundamen-

tal optimisation potential in logistics 

with immediate effect. Staff deploy-

ment planning can be adapted to actual  

requirements and implemented with  

regard to their numbers and timing. SKU 

locations can be adjusted ergonomically 

and according to frequency of demand. 

Storage bins and routes can be optimi-

sed with c and D SKUs being identified 

and relocated as needed. Previously pro-

blematic space issues in the warehouse 

can often be reduced in practice without 

additional investment. Shipping also  

benefits from predictable order spikes 

and can respond to them proactively.

order throughput time
order throughput time indicates how 

much time passes between order entry 

in logistics and provision of the ship-

ment in outgoing goods. 

It is not just a question of 

time, however, as there 

must also be a correlati-

on with the quality and 

quantity of shipments. 

the degree of logistics’ 

utilisation is also of great 

importance. For examp-

le, a day with an average 

amount of shipments 

and reasonable order 

throughput times where 

the entire system is ope-

rating at full capacity, 

does not exonerate the 

logistics manager from 

the need for action. Loo-

king at throughput times 

without considering the 

load and performance 

of the overall logistics is  

meaningless.

In order to determine the overall logi-

stics’ performance, individual processes 

in all areas must be recorded, measured 

and evaluated. For manual processes, 

this requires a lot of effort and is not 

possible on a regular basis as MtM 

analyses or REFA surveys are labour in-

tensive. on the other hand, monitoring 

technology is easier in most cases with 

good It support. However, every single 

technical element should not be consi-

dered in isolation. the system’s perfor-

mance results from an overall appraisal 

of individual areas, product availability 

and system faults in combination with 

presentation of the linked performance 

of these elements within a logistics pro-

cess. Here is another real-life example: if 

a conveyor system is designed for 1,000 

cartons per hour, but only 500 cartons 

per hour arrive at their destination, 

the focus must be on troubleshooting 

individual elements. the fault can be 

well hidden, in this case in one of the 

six scanners. Its reading rate was poor 

resulting in numerous no-read cartons, 

which continued to loop unproductively 

on the conveyors. this defective reading 

rate was not picked up in the logistics 

cockpit, as the scanner statistics had not 

been reset for a long time. the average 

reading rate of the past two years was 

reasonable and the current failures were 

not apparent from the statistical mean 

of the long term.

our presentations 

and practical examp-

les show that once 

the right data has 

been recorded over 

the relevant time pe-

riods and statistics 

have been correctly 

evaluated with imple-

mentation of appro-

priate actions from 

these evaluations, 

the hidden potential 

of your company’s 

logistics can be suc-

cessfully and fully uti-

lised. We recommend 

that logistics and 

warehouse managers 

think goal-oriented. If 

you first decide what 

you want to achieve 

and where the greatest need for action 

is in your own facility, then it is logical 

to know the data you need. there is no 

one-size-fits-all solution; the selection 

and type of data collection and evaluati-

on must be made individually and adap-

ted to each company. 

              Based 

on an 

ABC analysis 

the performance 

was increased 

by 16 % 

to an average 

of 225 picks 

per employee 

per hour – 

without

the use of 

additional 

     technology. 

Figure 6: Increase in picking performance without additional technology: 16 %

   ABc class on level No ABc class on level

    No Zoning  No Zoning

Zone Locations Picks                            Performance

AB = Hot   50 % 90 %  238    218

c = cold   50 % 10 %  107  
210

   101 
194

Picks supplier cartons  total

only  100 %  225 210   206 194

Picks Supplier cartons  100 %  225 210   206 194

Returns      0 %  155 156   155 157

total picks from shelves    225 210   206 194

    picks  picks

   level 1 10 %  25 %

   level 2 25 %  25 %

   level 3 40 %  25 %

   level 4 25 %  25 %
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the mission was to optimise homo-

geneously grown logistics with know-

how but without significant investment. 

the customer was Kübler Sport GmbH 

from Backnang (Baden-Württemberg) 

who were supported by the consulting 

experts at Pierau Planung. the Hamburg 

logistics office developed a phased con-

cept that optimises the retailer’s stock 

and inventory management of sports 

items and therapy equipment. Minimal 

cost, a measured deployment of tech-

nology, reorganisation of the warehouse 

and the introduction of a basic WMS so-

lution combined to ensure greater effici-

ency in storage and picking processes in 

the future. 

Kübler Sport has been shipping its 

products throughout Europe for over 

30 years, with items ranging from small 

parts such as gymnastic bands to out-

door sports equipment made of hot-

dip galvanized steel. “We supply private 

and business customers. In addition, we 

provide schools, clubs and communities 

with a wide range of indoor and outdoor 

sports and therapy equipment as well as 

offering a technical service with instal-

lation and maintenance,” explains Julia 

Kübler, Head of Human Resources and Fi-

nance at Kübler Sport. “the demands on 

our logistics are as extensive as our com-

pany ambitions. that's why we commis-

sioned the Pierau experts, who advised 

us to optimise our performance through 

methodology rather than technology.”

New warehouse and shipping 
concept for improved efficiency

In order to bring Kübler Sport’s logis tics 

up to speed in the long term, it was ne-

cessary to optimise current processes 

and inventory management. the first 

step was to record, sort and correct 

all of the 25,000 articles in the article 

master. Based on this, project managers 

Andreas Spitzki and Jens Pommerening 

of Pierau Planung determined the need 

for optimisation and worked out a con-

cept for redesigning the storage and 

picking areas in the existing building.

“By converting pallet locations in the exi-

sting high-bay warehouse, we made the 

best possible use of the current poten-

tial,” explained Andreas Spitzki. “At the 

lowest level, we removed pallet loca-

tions and installed shelving racks during 

on-going operations,” thereby consi-

derably condensing this area. Long and 

bulky goods have been transferred to 

separate shelving areas and the remai-

ning pallet locations are now used for re-

plenishing the new shelving rack in the 

order picking warehouse.

In future, all active articles will be picked 

from the shelving rack directly into the 

shipping carton in just one step. “Profes-

sional picking trolleys were introduced 

to help the order pickers who used to 

pick with shopping trolleys,” added Jens 

Pommerening. “these are taken along 

during the pick tour, which starts at inco-

ming goods, thus saving time, distance 

and muscle power.”

optimised goods management 
through basic WMS function
At the start of the optimisation 

measures, Kübler Sport was confron-

ted with a classic mail order company’s 

problem whose growth was exponen-

tial, namely the warehouse structure 

and organisation were no longer intui-

tive or recognisable at first glance. only 

experienced employees were able to 

navigate the warehouse and pick effi-

ciently. Structuring the warehouse, re-

logging all items, allocating and labelling 

all storage bins are vital for successful 

logistics. this was all achieved following 

the introduction of the new basic WMS, 

which handles the processing of newly 

acquired information for stock manage-

ment and order picking.

this particular application is a fur-

ther development of existing It modules 

from a software provider, with whom 

Kübler Sport has worked successfully for 

more than 15 years. It provides informa-

tion on inventory consolidation through 

efficient stock transfer and enables 

time-independent inventories. these 

are used to reduce the susceptibility of 

processes due to errors. “With system-

side guidance, our customer gets a good 

result across the board,” said Jens 

Pommerening. “With minimal invest-

ment, Kübler Sport's intralogistics, 

which used to be heavily dependent on 

employee know-how, is now fit for futu-

re challenges.” 

               MISSION ACCOMPLISHED: 
               KÜBLER SPORT 
OPTIMISES WAREHOUSE LOGISTICS

Shelving racks installed during ongoing operation ensure significant storage location compaction
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ANNIVERSARIES
We are celebrating our anniversaries and 

thank you all for your longstanding and  

  valuable cooperation. Here’s to the future!
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PIERAU PLANUNG NEWS

the HARTING Technology Group is currently commissioning 

its new European Distribution centre and we are on board 

with this project as logistics consultants.   the power of 

the two hearts: Queisser Pharma from Flensburg is building 

a new logistics centre, including a high-bay warehouse, with 

a capacity for 30,000 pallets. After planning is complete, we 

will be supporting implementation of the construction project.  

 the Geis Group received an order from Intersport to handle

the logistics of the Nike product range in its new logistics and 

technology centre in Gochsheim. As long-term logistics consul-

tants for Intersport we were involved in the design and layout of 

the new processes.  We have carried out an analysis of actual 

state and target data for the introduction of effective It pro-

cesses for Rud. Kanzow (fish and fish products) as a basis for a 

new WMS concept.  Here’s the challenge: find the perfect logi-

stics solution for our customers! Now, who wants to take it up?
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HAZMAT? LET’S PLAY IT SAFE!
our senior consultant Dirk Wohlgemuth (50) has successfully completed further training as a 

certified Hazardous Substances officer. From all the legal requirements through the correct 

handling of hazardous substances, to putting the new ordinance on Hazardous Substances into 

practice and the necessary protective measures, he brings his comprehensive know-how in 

terms of fire, occupational safety and hazardous substance classification right up-to-date. this 

is great news for all our customers: Dirk Wohlgemuth will be the primary contact for all matters 

relating to implementation of the Hazardous Substances ordinance, ensuring maximum safety 

in warehousing and logistics in the future.

WELCOME 
             TO THE TEAM!

on 1st June 2018, Pierau Pla-

nung gained reinforcements 

in the form of Eric Wäbs 

(45). Eric is already firmly 

integrated into the Hamburg 

HQ team and is ‘the new re-

cruit’ only in terms of length 

of service. As Backoffice Pro-

ject Manager, he takes on 

an important coordinating 

role behind the scenes sup-

porting our consultants with 

concept planning and tender 

preparation. With his know-

how gained from over 20 

years’ experience in mail-order logistics, Eric Wäbs brings the 

customers’ viewpoint to the Pierau Planung team.

Eric Wäbs


